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  Year 5     Name:        Form Tutor: Nazia Apa                                                             

Literacy Numeracy Science Islamiya and RE/ PSHCE /Arabic 
In Literacy, I will be learning: 

 To use correct punctuation to 

indicate speech.   
 To describe settings, characters 

and atmosphere and integrating 

dialogue to convey character and 

advance the action.         
 About expanded noun phrases to 

convey complicated information 

concisely.       
 To plan my writing by identifying 

the audience for and purpose of 

the writing and selecting the 

appropriate form. 
 To study a variety of Slam Poetry 

and analyse its features.  

In Numeracy, I will be learning to: 

 Divide by 10 and 100 to give answers 

with two decimal places. 

 Use counting up or column subtraction 

to subtract pairs of four-digit 

numbers. 

 Identify, visualise and describe 

properties of 3D shapes including 

pyramids and prisms. 

 Use knowledge of times tables facts to 

help find common multiples. 

 Find equivalent fractions and compare 

fractions with related denominators. 

 Use short multiplication to multiply 3 

and 4-digit numbers by single-digit 

numbers. 

This term our topic is ‘Earth, and 

space’ I will: 

 Find out fascinating facts 

about the Sun, Moon and 

Earth. 

 Develop an understanding of 

day and night, the four 

seasons and the Moon’s 

phases.  

 Explore how the Sun and the 

planets making up our Solar 

System. 

 

In Islamiya and RE, I will be learning about: 

 Boycott/ loss of two friends. 
 Journey to Taif. 
 Meraj. 
 Pledges of Aqabah. 
 What do religions say about creation? 
 99 Names of Allah (61-63). 

In PSHCE I will be learning about: 

 My mind and body. 

 Being a British Muslim. 

 Self awareness and confidence. 

 Emotions and feelings. 

 Kindness and forgiveness. 

In Arabic, I will be learning about: 

 How to introduce myself (age,class,year,school) 

 To recall my daily routine in Arabic 

 Continuing conversations from Arabiyyah bayn 

yadaik. 

My Teacher is: Nazia Apa My Teacher is: Unaysah Apa My Teacher is: Afifa Apa My Teacher is: Aisha Apa/ Salma Apa and 

Hajiba Apa 

History ICT Art & Design PE 
In History this term we are looking at 

Stone Age to Iron Age. I will learn about: 

 

 Late Neolithic hunter gathers and 

early farmers such as Skare Brae. 

 The amazing technology developed 

from Stone Age to Iron Age. 

 Investigating the life of a villager in 

the Iron Age. 

 Understand the use of Hill forts in the 

Iron Age. 

In ICT this term our topic is ‘We are game 

developers’ 

 Create original artwork and sound for 

a game. 

 Design and create a computer 

program for a computer game, which 

uses sequence, selection, repetition 

and variables. 

 Detect and correct errors in our 

computer game 

 Use iterative development 

techniques (making and testing a 

series of small changes) to improve 

their game. 

In Design Technology I will be 

making containers with clay.  I will 

learn: 

 To investigate different 

types of containers, and 

their uses. 

 To practice using clay 

modelling techniques 

 To create and decorate a 

clay container  

 To evaluate my final product 

In PE, I will learn about striking and fielding 

games.  I will learn how to play Rounder’s. 

 I will learn: 

 To throw and catch a ball accurately.  

 To develop the consistency of throwing 

skills. 

 To develop batting skills in Rounder’s. 

 To develop range of fielding techniques. 

 To develop the understanding, of the 

rules of rounder’s. 

 

My Teacher is: Humayraa Apa My Teacher is: Sabiha Apa My Teacher is: Afifa Apa My Teacher is: Zakiya Apa/Safiyyah Apa 



                                                                                    

If you have any questions about what I am learning in school please call my Teacher.  Please remember when schools and parents co-operate it will help to 

give me a better understanding of what I am learning. 


